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I
can think of no more relevant way of

beginning a review on Reconciling

Art and Mothering than from the

personal perspective. My young

daughter slumbers peacefully in front of

me as I write this introduction; she is

immune to her mother’s months of lost

sleep and struggle with how to balance

her art practice and mothering, “a

creative but anxious encounter with one

of the central conflicts of womanhood”1

Reconciling Art and Mothering, an

anthology of twenty-four illustrated

essays, brings together contemporary

voices about mothering as a complex

topic for artistic practice. The term

“mothering” is used to separate the

discourse from that of the dominant

historic representations of the mother

and the institution of motherhood,

which have often been made by male

artists. “Histories are not the same as

herstories, feminist mothering departs

radically from the patriarchal institution

of motherhood,” writes Buller (10). This

volume clearly differentiates the

narrative of “patriarchal motherhood”

from that of “mothering.”

Rachel Epp Buller is both the editor of

the anthology and a contributor. Her

dual practice as a studio artist and art

historian creates a rich introduction for

readers unfamiliar with work focused on

mothering or its critical underpinnings.

In Reconciling Art and Mothering, Buller

brings together an impressive array of

both widely known and emerging

historians and artists including Andrea

Liss (authored Feminist Art and the

Maternal, 2009), Myrel Chernick (co-

edited with Jennie Klein The M Word:

Real Mothers in Contemporary Art, 2011)

and Sandra Matthews (co-authored

with Laura Wexler Pregnant Pictures,

2000). The contributions are grouped

into two sections: the first from art

historians, and the second from “artist-

mothers,” practicing artists making

work about mothering. Each of the

contributors “make[s] room for the

complexities and diversities of feminist

mothering experiences” (5). Buller notes

that while these voices have often been

kept separate, many of today’s

practicing artists are also scholars,

curators, and cultural producers, and

many of today’s art historians come

from a background in studio art. She

acknowledges the fluidity of these two

areas and their common critical

foundation by including both. Although

a considerable amount of the book is

North American, global representations

and experiences of maternity are given

inopportune moments in her career and

traveling around the world for years at a

time. Like her friend Andy Warhol, she

created a persona characterized by long,

awkward silences. Marisol’s sculpture

of Andy (1962–63; Fig. 1) switches

back and forth between two and three

dimensions, between illusion and

reality, between art and life—

incorporating a pair of Warhol’s own

shoes—in ways that are hallmarks of

her signature style. The wooden knots

in the white shirt eerily presage the gun

wounds that Warhol would suffer five

years later at the hands of Valerie

Solanas. Dreishpoon discusses the dark

side of Marisol’s mystique using her

little known, disturbing colored pencil

drawings and lithographs.

Bill Anthes, associate professor of art

history at Pitzer College, goes into depth

about another lesser known aspect of

Marisol’s work: her representations of

Native Americans, mainly sculpted por-

traits based on historical photographs.

Anthes combines a discussion of

Marisol’s stereotyping together with the

tendency to categorize the artist herself

as a “primitive,” “naive” or “folksy whit-

tler” (149).

Dore Ashton, professor of art history

at the Cooper Union, who first wrote

reviews of Marisol’s work in the 1950s,

notes the “lingering aroma of

Surrealism” in Marisol’s “scavenger

art,” but with a lack of irony that made

her “the odd woman out” (164). Ashton

agrees with Carter Ratcliff ’s

characterization of Marisol as “an artist

of ellipsis,” one who knew “what to

leave out” (166). Marisol’s complexity is

“never obvious, and always capable of

piquing and challenging the keepers of

the flame” (170).  

This mid-sized (9 x 11 1/2”), hard-

cover catalog is a beautiful publication

with a user-friendly chronology and

index. Almost 200 pages long and with

nearly as many high-quality illustrations,

it succeeds well in presenting Marisol’s

work in unfamiliar complexity and from

engaging points of view. •

Evelyn Kain is Professor of Art History

Emeritus, Ripon College, and a writer-

at-large, mainly fiction, art, and travel. 

Notes
1. The exhibition dates were June 14 – Sept.

7, 2014.

Fig. 1. Marisol, Andy (1962-63), graphite,
oil, and plaster on wood with Andy
Warhol’s shoes 56 1/2” x 17 1/4” x 22 1/2”.
Photo: Courtesy of Acquavella Galleries.
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voice with contributions from South

America, Australia, South Africa,

Southeast Asia, and Europe.

In her two introductions (the first

encompassing the content of the entire

book, and the second written for the

artists’ section as an additional survey

of artists who were not directly included

in the book), Buller raises important

ideas in existing scholarship about

historic patriarchal constructions of

motherhood as well as of the feminist

art movement of the 1970s, and why the

artistic envisioning of maternal

experiences has not been considered

serious art making (1–2). Buller

references influential feminist texts, and

the handful of feminist artists and

organizations in the 1970s that

championed representations of

mothering. She finds common ground

in a group of critical writings that are

frequently referenced, including Mary

Kelly’s Post-Partum Document (1973–79),

and Adrienne Rich’s Of Woman Born

(1986). Kelly offers a documentation of

her relationship with her young son,

and Rich questions the experience of

motherhood in the imposed patriarchal

culture that creates a maternal

ambivalence and rage. She also

considers Sara Ruddick’s 1995 book

Maternal Thinking: Toward a Politics of

Peace, which suggests the act of

mothering as creating distinctive ways

of “maternal thinking” (5) to be a key

text along with several others.

The nine essays by art historians in the

first part of the book, “On Representing

the Maternal Body: Critical and

Theoretical Reflections,” examine work

of artists that address mothering across a

wide span of years and geographies.

Heather Benlap Jensen writes about the

early-nineteenth-century French painter

Marguerite Gérard, whose imagery

places the “modern mother” as function-

ing within a community of other women

including companions, female maids,

and social acquaintances (16–17).

Gérard’s images illustrate the space for

other surrogate mothering experiences

within the community. Additionally,

Andrea Liss considers Renée Cox’s Yo

Mama series (1992–95) of powerful nude

maternal self-portraits that echo back to

the powerless clothed maternal represen-

tations in early-nineteenth-century

slave-child portraits (73–75).

Cecily Cheo examines the work of

contemporary Southeast-Asian artists:

Amanda Heng, who works collabora-

tively with her mother, and Shia Yih

Yiing, who uses participatory strategies

with her children (95–107). Additional

writings consider personal, ethnic, reli-

gious, economic, and cultural contexts

of mothering as well as queer mothering

and other maternal experiences, which

allows for a broad dialogue to emerge.

Art historian Jessica Dallow explores the

artistic matrilineage of the Saar family in

her essay, “Departures and Returns:

Figuring the Mother’s Body in the Art of

Betye and Alison Saar.” Citing the instal-

lation of Alison Saar’s Fertile Ground

(1993), Dallow posits that the work is

not just symbolically about the mother’s

body as a “source of creativity––an

arena of play or exploration––but also a

material, professional model,” removing

the division between home and work

(62). Erin Barnett later considers how

Catherine Opie’s “lesbian family photo

album” (85) of “non-apologetic” por-

traits (and self-portraits) exposes Opie’s

own complex identity and that of the

non-stereotypically heteronormative

family and motherhood. 

The fifteen essays in the second part

of the book, “Contemporary Artist-

Mothers: Statements and Negotiations,”

are written by artists making work that

directly relates to their own diverse

mothering experiences. Buller begins this

section with an overview of artists who

visualize mothering in contemporary art

and themes including the maternal body,

the maternal gaze, and maternal

ambivalence. In Buller’s own essay, she

writes about The Food Landscape, a

print series that records the introduction

of solid foods to her youngest child—the

end of breastfeeding. She likens her art

making process to ritual, much like those

rituals of feeding-sleeping-diapering-

crying with young children (204). Her

depiction of transitional experiences of

breastfeeding and weaning calls our

attention to mother-child collaborations

that at times can also be seen as critical

commentaries on mothering (206). For

many artists, this critique often involves

self-inflicted questioning. Gail Rebhan’s

essay tells of making photographs that

document individual objects over the

course of time in her son’s room: 

Part of me feels that this work

portrays me as a neglectful

mother. Am I terrible for allowing

my son to keep a messy room or

for allowing him to drink alcohol

and eat unhealthy food? Would I

be a better mother if I made my

Fig. 1. Nané Jordan, Field Notes: Cat and Strawberry II (2007), black and white

photograph, 11”x14”. 
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son clean up? Do I allow this

behavior because I can use it to

make art? Should I be too ashamed

or embarrassed to exhibit this

work? (173)

While superimposed ideals of the

“mother” and the institution of

motherhood can create a division

between private and public life,2 they

also create an ambivalence that extends

to how we feel about our role as artist-

mother. Myrel Chernick describes

maternal ambivalence as “the emotion

that characterizes the process of

separation from the mother and need

for independence and autonomy for

the child that begins at birth” (256), and

writes of her decision to deal with it in

her art making after the birth of her

twins:

When I decided to have children, I

did not anticipate the conflicts

that would arise between my need

to make art and be part of an

artistic community, and my family

life. So I decided to make art that

helped me validate my decision, a

decision that was questioned in

the art world I knew, that I had

questioned myself (258).

Her essay traces the objections she

encountered to her own artwork and the

exhibition “Maternal Metaphors,” and

considers maternal ambivalence in both

its art-world and societal implications. 

Essays by Joan Linder, Nané Ariadne

Jordan, and Elizabeth MacKenzie

reference the challenges faced in

combining the roles of artist and

mother––preparing for a “much-hyped

“balancing act’” (227), given limited

time, changes in practice, and

discrimination towards exhibiting and

making mothering-specific work. After

having her child, Linder began a series of

installations of laboriously hand-copied

artist-parents’ resumes to understand

what role gender plays in career and

parenting. She asserts that art making is

more about questions than answers, and

while some peers with children were

more focused on their practice, others

stopped making altogether. In Field

Notes: Cat and Strawberry II (2007; Fig. 1),

Jordan uses her kitchen table as a staging

ground and site of a living inquiry. She

makes photographs as she “performs”

the everyday tasks of mothering. While

creating anonymity for the personal

through the wearing of masks, she and

her children are able to reveal patterns in

their relationships through play (233–36).

MacKenzie embraces the tension

between her roles as artist and mother,

creating large-scale drawing installations

that emerge in response to these

circumstances. In her essay, she writes: 

My development as an artist has

not happened in spite of being a

mother; it has happened because I

am a mother. My maternal identity

is deeply integrated with my

identity as an artist (247).

The ideas discussed in the essays in

Reconciling Art and Mothering are about

universal and personal experiences.

Mothering is both: “All human life on

the planet is born of woman.”3 Artist

Sandra Matthews depicts this simple

truth by making combined portraits of

women photographed within twenty-

year increments representing multiple

generations. Through the comingling of

time periods, she creates an ambiguity

and commonality: the shared photo-

graphic frame and a shared frame of

reference (motherhood) (165). 

By including such variety—and

contexts—of artist-mothering exper-

iences Reconciling Art and Mothering

broadens the existing scholarship and

fortifies the argument that there is no

one singular Mother or practice of

Motherhood. This hardcover volume is

illustrated throughout with black and

white images and a series of beautifully

printed color plates. It contains a section

of contributors’ biographies, an index,

and bibliography. Most essays include

historical references, a formal analysis of

the work including consideration of the

medium as part of the message,

conceptual interpretations, as well as

personal implications of making work

about mothering. Reconciling Art and

Mothering offers readers new voices and

a range of experiences about the role of

feminist mothering as a rich source in

contemporary art practice, and offers up

insights into the way artists and

scholars redefine an imposed narrative

with new perspectives. •

Niku Kashef is an interdisciplinary

artist, educator, and independent

curator. She is a past-President and

Director of the Southern California

Women’s Caucus for Art, a Lecturer of

Art at California State University,

Northridge, Participating Adjunct at

Woodbury University, and a mother.
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